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In a number of works of the author [1-4] was advanced bubble model of a ball lightning (BL), according to which a nucleus BL is a bubble with an environment from liquid (hardened) metal. Around of an environment the intensive reaction of oxidation of metal (burning) proceeds. It is supposed, that the bubble is electrical charged. This model has received the further development (see, for example, [5]).
If similar BL exist, they represent danger in connection with an opportunity of the electrical category on various objects (including man) with causing to them of significant damages. Thus is of interest to investigate the reason of occurrence of an electrical charge on BL and find size this charge.
Charging of an environment during formation of a bubble its mechanical balance in an atmosphere provides. It gives the following estimation for a charge BL:
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(R = 0,1 m and pa =105 Pa).
By other possible mechanism charging  – charging be non-uniform of a burning conducting bubble in an external electrical field. In this case for the maximal charge on sphere of radius 0,1 м in an electrical field by intensity E0 = 1 kV/cm we have 
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Estimation of a charge BL, executed by results of destructions caused by the electrical category BL [4] gives
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at energy of the category W = 10 kJ.
In the descriptions of the eyewitnesses BL frequently is mentioned movement BL on fold of a relief of district [6]. It is possible, if grounding subjects and BL have identical on a mark a charge, and on BL the forces of the electrical image work. From equality of these forces at E = 1 kV/cm and h = 1 m is received
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If to consider, that corona discharge in air begins with intensity of a field on a surface of sphere about 30 kV/cm, for sphere of radius 0,1 м it gives the following estimation for a charge BL:
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The found here estimations of a charge BL in radius 0,1 м allow to assume, that originally it can have a charge 10- 6 C < q < 10- 4 C or up to a charge about 10- 7 С. will be charged.
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